
Product Description： 

Bush hammer roller with u support for manufacturer,sandblasting finish is a popular
profile on granite, marble or other natural stones. Among the various bush hammer tools, we
use vacuum brazed diamond to create sandblasting finish.

U shape rotary bush hammer roller are mainly designed for texturing and roughening of
smooth surfaces and is especially important for performing operations to create anti-slip
surfaces on stone floors and steps, etc.

Vacuum brazed bush hammer roller with support,is scrollable and highly efficient, for
example, a roller of 200mm diameter can fabricating more than 150 square meters stone
surface per day.

The vacuum brazed diamond has a range of different diamond grit to choose from, for coarse
grinding, medium grinding or fine grinding. It has good sharpness and can do the grinding job
efficiently.

Feature: 

1.Good sharpness and high performance.

2.Rotary bush hammer roller,a wide range of diamond grit to choose from.

3.Provide 30 teeth, 45 teeth, 60 teeth, 72 teeth, 99 teeth, star teeth, hundreds of teeth multi-
point, steel multi-point, brazed grinding wheel.

4.Specifically designed for 125mm bush hammer plate designed with a vacuum brazed
diamond roller, for creating sandblast finish on granite, marble or other natural stones.

Product Specification: 

The Followings Are The Normal Specifications Of Our Bush Hammer Roller With U
Support:

 Roller Diameter  43mm
 Roller Width  22mm
 Brand  Boreway
 Support Shape  U Shape
 Segment Type  Vacuum Brazed
 Application  125MM Rotary Bush Hammer Plate
 Name  Bush Hammer Roller With U Support
 Grinding Material  For Granite, Marble Sandstone,Concrete Floor, Asphalt Pavement

The above specifications are for reference, other specifications can be ordered by customers.

Product show 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/U-Shaped-Rotary-Bush-Hammer-Roller-for-Rough-Litchi-Finish.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/U-Shaped-Rotary-Bush-Hammer-Roller-for-Rough-Litchi-Finish.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Vacuum-Brazed-Bush-Hammer-Roller-With-Support.html
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Application: 

Bush hammer bit for sandblasting surface.

Bush hammer nozzle for marble sandstone concrete asphalt pavement stone

Bush hammer roller for hand grinder.a separate bush hammer roller can be provided, 30
teeth,vacuum brazed bush hammer roller.



Kindly Noted, When Place Order Please Inform The Following:

1.Stone Effect（Sandblasted Surface/Litchi Surface）

2. Use Object (Marble, Granite Or Other Stone, Concrete And Other Stone)

3. Segment No.(30s, 45s, 60s, 72, 99s, Star, Steel Dense Tooth, Vacuum Brazing)

4. Diameter of the Bush hammer
plate(125mm, 150mm, 200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm, etc.)

5.Base Style(U
Shape, Frankfurt, Fickert, Lavina, Husqvarna, HTC, Klindex, Werkmaster, Diamatic, Etc.)

6.Machines (Hand Held Grinders, Automatic Bush Hammering Machine, Automatic Grinding
Machine, Angle Grinder, And Floor Grinders)

Base Style(U
Shape, Frankfurt, Fickert, Lavina, Husqvarna, HTC, Klindex, Werkmaster, Diamatic, Etc.)



FAQ

1.What is the lychee noodle tool?

Bush Hammers have been around a long time and have proven the easiest way to texturize
stone, concrete & asphalt.

2. What can bush Hammers do?

Surface Prep for coatings.
Quickly expose large aggregate.
Remove hard coatings and overlays.

3.How to use and maintain bush hammer tool?

Do not apply too much pressure on the bush hammer. This will prevent the roller from
stopping and thus decrease the life span of the tungsten steel.
After each use, please clean up rollers, dry and apply oil to the spindles. It will be ideal to
submerge the rollers in oil to prevent spindle rust.
Roller tips can be re-dressed with diamond blades when they become inefficient.

To reduce other unnecessary costs.
To find good agents for lower shipping fees.
To find the right suppliers of product materials.
It will never reduce the quality of the product. We can optimize the product process and take
some measures to protect the quality of the product.

Logistics:
Sample order ship by DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc



For mass order delivery, can be optional with terms of Exwork, FOB, CNF, CIF by air or by sea
based on the buyer’s forwarder or ours

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


